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Abstract
In this paper, novel cooperative automatic repeat request (ARQ) methods with network coding are
proposed for two way relaying network. Upon a failed transmission of a packet, the network enters
cooperation phase, where the retransmission of the packets is aided by the relay node. The proposed
approach integrates network coding into cooperative ARQ, aiming to improve the network throughput
by reducing the number of retransmissions. For successive retransmission, three different methods for
choosing the retransmitting node are considered. The throughput of the methods are analyzed and
compared. The analysis is based on binary Markov channel which takes the correlation of the channel
coefficients in time into account. Analytical results show that the proposed use of network coding result
in throughput performance superior to traditional ARQ and cooperative ARQ without network coding.
It is also observed that correlation can have significant effect on the performance of the proposed
cooperative network coded ARQ approach. In particular the proposed approach is advantageous for
slow to moderately fast fading channels.

Index Terms
cooperative communication, automatic repeat request, network coding

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cooperative communication has become an active research topic due to its ability to benefit
from spatial diversity with the help of cooperative nodes (relays). The main goal of cooperation
is to achieve diversity gain by using statistically independent channels for transmission [1]–
[5]. Most of these studies reveal the benefits of cooperative communication on the design and
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performance of physical layer. Recently, there have been other studies which investigate the
advantages of cooperative methods on the higher layer methods such as automatic repeat request
(ARQ).
ARQ is an error control mechanism for increasing reliability in modern communication
systems. When the transmission of a packet fails, a negative acknowledgement (NAK) message
from the destination to the source triggers the retransmission of the lost packets. This procedure
is repeated until the packets are received successfully by the receiver. ARQ works well for noisy
channels where the noise during different packet transmissions are uncorrelated, and packet errors
are independent. However, in wireless communications, packet errors are often due to channel
fades, and are no longer independent due to the correlation of the fading process. For slow
fading, or large coherence time, bursts of packet errors may occur in consecutive transmissions.
In such cases, ARQ may not be effective and throughput performance may be degraded in the
link layer. In recent years, cooperative methods have been successfully integrated into ARQ to
overcome this problem.
Cooperative ARQ methods aim to exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless channel and
decrease the number of retransmissions which translates into better throughput and delay performance [6]–[10]. Broadcast property of the wireless channel enables nodes to listen the transmitted
messages from any node in their coverage area. When a packet transmitted from a source
node can not be decoded at the destination node, other nodes (relays) which have received
the packet successfully cooperate with the source and the destination at the retransmission
phase. Cooperative ARQ aims to decrease the number of retransmissions and increase network
throughput efficiency by using different channels which can be viewed as a special kind of spatial
diversity. As opposed to the physical layer cooperation methods (see [4], [5] and the references
therein), in cooperative ARQ, relays cooperate only when the direct link between source and
destination fails.
Another way to increase network throughput is to make use of network coding [11]–[13]. The
idea behind the network coding is to combine different packets addressed to the same destination
by performing algebraic operations. Network coding for wireless systems in the physical layer
has been studied extensively [14]–[16]. More recently, in [17]–[27], network-coded ARQ is
investigated. In [17]–[20], network coding is considered for a multicast scenario, where upon a
transmission failure, the retransmitted packet is combined with other packets at the source. This
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combination is helpful for the case when one destination has received a damaged packet, while
the other destinations have received it correctly. Packet combining at the source can help reduce
the number of retransmitted packets, reducing queue size [17], and improving the efficiency
[18]–[20]. The methods of [17]–[19] are non-cooperative network coding, since network coding
is performed by a single source node, and transmission is via single-hop, without cooperation.
In [21], this approach is considered for the broadcast phase of a two-way relay network without
a direct link between the sources.
For cooperative networks, network coded ARQ can be implemented where the combining of
packets can be done at the relays as well. This approach, called cooperative network-coded ARQ
(C-NC-ARQ), is promising since it combines the diversity advantages of cooperation with the
throughput increase advantages of network coding [22]–[27]. In [22], the single-source singlehop multicast scenario of [17]–[20] is generalized to the case where the single source is aided
by a relay. The generalization of this idea to multiple sources is investigated in [23], [24]. In
[25], authors propose a strategy where relays can combine their own packets addressed to the
destination with the retransmited packet they are relaying. When a damaged packet is received
at the destination, the relay can combine the original packet and its own packet and transmit it
to the destination. This scenario requires the destination to have the ability to recover network
coded packets from partly damaged packets. Similar methods are combined with physical layer
two-way relay network coding ideas in [26]. C-NC-ARQ ideas were investigated within the
context of random access channels in [27].
In this work, we investigate C-NC-ARQ for a two-way relay network with direct a link between
the sources. Contrary to previous work, the operation of the relay node is more adaptive in the
retransmission phase. In the proposed method, the relay and the sources act depending on which
packets are received successfully by which nodes. Moreover, since the correlation of the channel
process is a key factor in the performance of C-NC-ARQ methods, we investigate the performance by utilizing a channel model which takes the correlation of channel errors into account.
The channel with correlation is modeled by a binary Markov process. We consider different
retransmission strategies and investigate the effect of channel correlation on the performance of
these strategies. Throughput efficiency is considered as the performance metric. The throughput
is obtained analytically, and compared with existing cooperative ARQ methods for correlated
channels. To the best of our knowledge, throughput analysis of C-NC-ARQ for two-way relaying
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Fig. 1: Two-way relaying: A cooperative network consists of two sources and a relay.

in correlated channel was not studied in the literature.
Outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Section II, network, channel and error
models are given. The proposed C-NC-ARQ method and throughput analysis of cooperative
ARQ methods are given in Section III and Section IV, respectively. In Section V, analytical and
numerical results related to the throughput comparison of different methods are given. Concluding
remarks are given in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
There are two source nodes and a relay node in a two-way relay wireless communication
network (Fig. 1). A channel between a transmitter receiver pair is shown by an arrow. The
nodes operate in a half-duplex mode, and the medium is time-shared, where time is divided into
slots. We assume channel reciprocity for communication in opposite directions on a link. The
channels are assumed to be flat fading and constant for a slot, but varying between slots.
The sources S1 and S2 are communicating in two ways, where S2 is the destination for S1 and
vica versa. Communication starts with S1 and S2 transmitting their packets in two consecutive
slots. Upon transmission of a packet, immediate feedback is sent back by the destination,
in a stop-and-wait fashion. The packet transmission and the reception of the corresponding
feedback constitute a slot. The feedback is in the form of positive acknowledgement (ACK) or
negative acknowledgement (NACK). ACKs and NACKs are assumed to be reliable. It is worth
to emphasize that the ACK/NAK feedbacks are broadcasted over the network. Since a packet
transmitted by a node is received by the other two nodes (Fig. 1), at the end of a slot, all three
nodes are aware of whether its transmission is successful. If a transmission is not successful,
the packet is assumed to be lost.
A round is defined to be group of time slots that starts with sources S1 and S2 transmitting their
packets and ends with the two packets being received successfully at their respective destinations.
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Consider a round starting at slot k. At kth slot, S1 sends length-M packet p1 . The received signals
at S2 and R are, respectively,
yss,1[k] = p1 hss [k] + wss [k],

(1)

ysr1 [k] = p1 hsr1 [k] + wsr1 [k].

(2)

At (k + 1)th slot S2 sends length-M packet p2 . The received signals at S1 and R are respectively
given below:
yss,2 [k + 1] = p2 hss [k + 1] + wss [k + 1],

(3)

ysr2 [k + 1] = p2 hsr2 [k + 1] + wsr2 [k + 1].

(4)

2
Here {wss [k], wsr1 [k], wsr2 [k]} are additive Gaussian noise: wss [k] ∼ CN (0, σss
IM ), wsr1[k] ∼
2
2
CN (0, σsr1
IM ), wsr2 [k] ∼ CN (0, σsr2
IM ).

Time-varying statistically independent channel coefficients {hss (k), hsr1 (k), hsr2 (k)} are as2
2
sumed to be complex Gaussian distributed: hss (k) ∼ CN (0, σh,ss
), hsr1 (k) ∼ CN (0, σh,sr1
),
2
hsr2 (k) ∼ CN (0, σh,sr2
). Defining Tp = MTs as the packet duration, Ts as the symbol duration

and Tc as the coherence time of the channel, the fading channels are assumed to remain
constant within one packet duration (block fading, Tp ≪ Tc ) and slowly varying between
consecutive transmissions. Since packet errors may occur in consecutive transmissions in slowly
changing (highly correlated) block fading channels, channel correlation must be considered for
ARQ because high channel correlation may increase the number of retransmissions. Finite-state
Markov models have been used to analyze the effect of channel correlation on ARQ throughput
performance [28]–[32]. These models assume that the channel {h(k)} forms a Markov chain
and each h(k) can be represented by finite number of states. When packet errors are modeled
by outages, the two-state Markov model, which is known as Gilbert-Elliot model, is suitable
[32], [33]. In this model, the success/failure state of the system is directly related to the no
outage/outage state of the channel. Gilbert-Elliot model for outage channel model is described
by two channel states where the bad state B represents the packet loss due to channel outage
and the good state G represents successful transmission. The Markov chain has the following
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transition probability matrix:



P=

PBB PBG
PGB PGG



,

(5)

where Pij denotes the probability of state is j at slot k + 1, given that the is i at slot k. For the
channels S1 − R, S2 − R, S1 − S2 , these transition probabilites are defined as Pij,SR1 , Pij,SR2,
Pij,SS , and the state of channels at slot k are represented by the variables CSR1 (k), CSR2 (k),
CSS (k), respectively.
In [34], for complex Gaussian distributed channel process with Jakes’ spectrum, the transition
probabilities are derived as:
Q(θ, ρθ) − Q(ρθ, θ)
,
Pss /(1 − Pss )

(6)

PGB = Q(θ, ρθ) − Q(ρθ, θ),

(7)

PBG =

where Pss is the outage probability of the channel. The parameter θ is defined as
r
2γ
θ=
,
1 − ρ2

(8)

where γ is average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel and time correlation of the channel
between consecutive transmissions is given by ρ = J0 (2πfm Tp ) for the Doppler frequency fm .
Q(·, ·) represents the Marcum Q function:

 2
Z ∞
x + a2
I0 (ax)dx.
Q(a, b) =
x exp −
2
b

(9)

(Similar Markov models for Rician and Nakagami flat fading channels are given in [35] and
[36].)
For the direct channel between S1 and S2 , for example, the instantaneous SNR is γss (k) =
2
|hss (k)|2 P0 /σss
, and the average SNR is

γ ss

2
σh,ss
P0
.
=
2
σss

(10)

Packet error probability can be approximated by mutual information outage probability if
strong and long channel codes are used [37]–[39]. In this case, for the desired bit rate Rb
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bits/symbol, the outage probability is [40]
Pss = P {log2 (1 + γss (k)) ≤ Rb }
(11)
′

= P {γss(k) ≤ γ },
where γ ′ = 2Rb − 1 is the threshold SNR. For Rayleigh fading channel envelope, the SNR is
exponential distributed, so


1
Pss = 1 − exp −
.
Fs

(12)

The fading margin Fs is defined as
Fs =

γ̄ss
,
γ′

(13)

which is the amount of the channel is allowed to fade below its mean value before an outage
occurs.
For the relay channels R − S1 and R − S2 , given the fading margins Fr,1 and Fr,2 , the error
probability parameters Psr,1 and Psr,2 are similarly obtained.
III. C-NC-ARQ M ETHOD
At the start of a round, the system is said to be in transmission phase. The transmission phase
takes two slots: in the first slot S1 transmits p1 , and in the second slot S2 transmits p2 for the
first time. Unless the direct channel (S1 − S2 ) is in outage in any of these two slots, the round
is completed and the next round starts, again in transmission phase. If, on the other hand, any
of two packets is not delivered successfully at the end of the transmission phase, the network
enters retransmission phase. What is transmitted in this phase is determined by the C-NC-ARQ
table. The retransmission phase continues until both packets are successfully decoded by the
source nodes. At the end of retransmission phase the next round starts, in transmission phase.
In retransmission phase, if the relay has successfully received one or both packets, it cooperates
with the source nodes and retransmits the individual or network coded packets, based on the
strategy. Note that a cooperation strategy is represented by the C-NC-ARQ table.
We assume no central control over the nodes for coordination of signaling. The distributed
coordination is achieved by reliable ACK/NAK feedback, as a result of which every node is
aware whether a transmission is successful for the two receiving nodes at the end of the slot.
The success/failure of the transmissions determines the ARQ state of the network, which in turn
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determines the next transmission. The operation of the network is governed by a C-NC-ARQ
table which decides which packet will be transmitted by which node in the next slot. Each row
of this table corresponds to an ARQ state of the network. All nodes in the network have this
table. The nodes listen to the broadcasted ACK/NAK feedback, keep track of the network ARQ
state, and act accordingly, without the need of a central controller.
Let us next explain the state model of the network. There are two types of state variables:
channel state variables, and ARQ state variables. The channel state, denoted by cs[k], represents
whether the channels are in outage during slot k. The vector variable cs[k] has three elements
corresponding to one direct and two-relay channels:
h
i
cs[k] = cs(k, 1) cs(k, 2) cs(k, 3) ,

(14)

where cs(k, 1), cs(k, 2), cs(k, 3) represent the channels (S1 − R), (S2 − R), (S1 − S2 ), during
slot k, respectively. The elements of cs[k] can take values in {0, 1}: cs(k, i) = 0 shows that
corresponding channel is in outage, and cs(k, i) = 1 means no outage. The ARQ state variables
are ps[k] and rs[k] represent the state of the packets at the end of (k − 1)th slot, and their
elements also take values in {0, 1}. The vector variable ps[k] denotes the success/fail state of
the packets p1 and p2 at their destinations, respectively:
h
i
ps[k] = ps(k, 1) ps(k, 2) ,

(15)

where ps(k, i) = 0 means the packet pi is not successfully decoded by the other source node
at the end of (k − 1)th slot and ps(k, i) = 1 represents the successful decoding. Similarly, the
vector variable rs[k] denotes the success/fail state of the packets p1 and p2 at the relay at the
end of (k − 1)th slot:
h
i
rs[k] = rs(k, 1) rs(k, 2) .

(16)

Fig. 2(a) depicts the dependence of the state variables over time. In this depiction, an arrow
from variable a to b signifies that b depends on a. As shown in the figure, the ARQ state
variables ps[k] and rs[k] depend on their previous values ps[k − 1], rs[k − 1], and also the
previous channel state cs[k − 1]. For example, if S1 transmits p1 at (k − 1)th slot, ARQ state
variables related to p2 remain the same at the end of (k − 1)th slot: ps(k, 2) = ps(k − 1, 2), and
rs(k, 2) = rs(k − 1, 2). The ARQ state variables related to p1 alter depending on the channel
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: C-NC-ARQ (a) state model, (b) flow chart

states at slot k − 1: ps(k, 1) = cs(k − 1, 3), and rs(k, 1) = cs(k − 1, 1). Note that when a new
round starts, the ARQ variables ps and rs are initialized to zero.
The flow chart of C-NC-ARQ is given in Fig. 2(b). As shown by this chart, the completion
of a round depends on the condition that both packets from two source nodes are successfully
decoded by the source nodes. (Packet p1 from S1 decoded at S2 , packet p2 from S2 decoded
at S1 .) At the end of the transmission phase, if at least one packet fails, retransmission phase
starts. Depending on the strategy, the retransmitting node and the retransmitted packet are chosen
according to the C-NC-ARQ table which will be described in the sequel and the retransmissions
are repeated until the successful round condition is satisfied. Three new retransmission strategies
are proposed: relay-based retransmission with network coding, alternating retransmission with
network coding, and channel state information based retransmission with network coding.
All three strategies are summarized in the C-NC-ARQ table in Table I. Each row of this table
corresponds to an ARQ state shown in the left column. On the right column the corresponding
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retransmission rule is shown for the proposed methods. While the proposed methods utilize
network coding, non-network-coded versions of the methods are also shown, for comparison.
The retransmission rule is given by the notation X → p, which represents the event that node
X transmits packet p. For some of the rows, the transmitting node is C. The node C differs for
the three different strategies, the mechanisms of which will be explained in the following.
state at the beginning kth slot
ps(k, 1) ps(k, 2) rs(k, 1) rs(k, 2)

kth slot
with NC

without NC

0

0

0

0

S1 → p1

S1 → p1

0

0

0

1

S1 → p1

S1 → p1

0

0

1

0

C → p1

C → p1

0

0

1

1

R → p1 ⊕ p2

C → p1

0

1

0

0

S1 → p1

S1 → p1

0

1

0

1

S1 → p1

S1 → p1

0

1

1

0

C → p1

C → p1

0

1

1

1

C → p1

C → p1

1

0

0

0

S2 → p2

S2 → p2

1

0

0

1

C → p2

C → p2

1

0

1

0

S2 → p2

S2 → p2

1

0

1

1

C → p2

C → p2

TABLE I: Cooperative (RR, AR, CR) and cooperative network coded (RR-NC, AR-NC, CR-NC)
retransmission strategies. Retransmitting node C is selected according to the strategy. X → p
represents the event that the node X is transmitting the packet p.

A. Relay-Based Retransmission with Network Coding Strategy (RR-NC)
According to the relay-based strategy, retransmissions are always executed by the relay if the
relay has successfully received the packets to be retransmitted. Thus, C = R in Table I. If the
relay does not have the packets to be retransmitted, the retransmission is done by the original
source node.
Note that network coding reduces the number of retransmissions by combining two unsuccessful packets for the case of rs[k] = [ 1 1 ], while the non-network coded method RR retransmits
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two packets at two individual slots. The relay-based strategy is expected to outperform when the
fading margin of the relay channels are larger than the the fading margin of the direct channel.
B. Alternating Retransmission with Network Coding Strategy (AR-NC)
The difference between AR-NC and RR-NC is that for repeated transmissions, the choice of
retransmitting node alternates between the relay and the source node (S1 or S2 ). As an example
from Table I, when the case ps[k] = [ 0 0 ] and rs[k] = [ 1 0 ] occurs at the end of slot
k − 1, retransmission is performed by the relay (C = R) at the kth slot. If packet state does not
change at the end of kth slot (ps[k + 1] = [ 0 0 ] and rs[k + 1] = [ 1 0 ]), the source node
is chosen as retransmitting node (C = S1 ) for (k + 1)th slot. The alternating between the relay
and the source continues for the rest of the retransmissions. The AR-NC strategy is a little more
complex than the RR-NC strategy, since the former needs to keep track of the last retransmitting
node. However, the AR-NC strategy is expected to improve upon RR-NC, especially for highly
correlated block fading channels where the relay channel may enter into long duration outages.
C. Channel State Information Based Retransmission with Network Coding Strategy (CR-NC)
Notice that at the beginning of slot k, the nodes are aware of their channels and the channels
of other nodes from the ACK/NAK feedback broadcasted in the previous slots. Using this
information about the channel states in the previous slots, the choice of retransmitting node
can be improved. For example, consider the case where ps[k] = [ 0 0 ] and rs[k] = [ 1 0 ]
has occured, and the channel states at slot k − 1 has been observed due to the ACK/NAK
feedback. The retransmitting node is selected as the source (C = S) at the kth slot if the direct
channel was not in outage while relay channel was in outage at the (k−1)th slot (cs(k−1, 2) = 0,
cs(k − 1, 3) = 1). Otherwise the relay retransmits (C = R). This strategy is expected to perform
well for both slow and moderately fast fading since it exploits the previously observed channel
states. Unless the channel fading very fast, the previous ACK/NAK observations will be good
indicators of the channel states at slot k.
IV. T HROUGHPUT A NALYSIS
Throughput analysis of the C-NC-ARQ strategies are based on the states of the network. The
three main states of the network are defined as T0 (new round state), T1 (new round-2 state),
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Fig. 3: Markov model for C-NC-ARQ.

and R (retransmission state). The schemes differ in how they behave when the network is in R
state. The defined network state is determined by the ARQ state variables ps, rs, and also the
channel state cs. Since these state variables have the Markov dependence structure as shown in
Fig. 2(a), the network state also has the Markov structure in time.
Let Z(k) be the state of the C-NC-ARQ at the end of (k − 1)th slot, Z(k) = T0 denotes that
a round has been completed successfully at the end of (k − 1)th slot and a new round will start
with S1 transmitting p1 at kth slot. Z(k) = T1 denotes that a round was completed successfully
at (k − 2)th slot, a new round started at (k − 1)th slot, S1 transmitted p1 at (k − 1)th slot, and S2
will transmit p2 next, at kth slot. After the new round-2 state Z(k) = T1 , the system will either
enter new round state Z(k + 1) = T0 if both packets are successful or enter retransmission state
Z(k + 1) = R if at least one packet fails:

Z(k) =




T,

 0

ps[k] = [ 1 1 ],

T1 , ps[k − 1] = [ 1 1 ],



 R,
otherwise.

(17)

The transition of Z(k) states are shown in Fig. 3 where PAB represents the transition probability from state A to state B. For the finite- state Markov model in Fig. 3 with the states T0 ,
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T1 and R, state transition probability matrix is given below:


1
0 
 0


Σ =  PT 1T 0 0 PT 1R 


PRT 0 0 PRR
and steady-state probabilities are π =

h

πT,0 πT,1 πR

i

(18)

calculated from the equation below:

πΣ = π.

(19)

Since the state T0 represents the new round state, whenever the system is in the state T0 , it means
that the packets p1 and p2 are successfully received by S2 and S1 , respectively. In steady-state, the
ratio of expected number of successfully decoded packets to the total number of transmissions,
which is defined as the average throughput, is equal to the steady-state probability of the state
T0 . Thus, average throughput is
η = 2πT,0 .

(20)

We require the elements of the transition matrix Σ to calculate the throughput. The elements of
Σ may differ depending on the strategies which are described in previous section.
In this contribution, our throughput analysis is based on the method in [7]. The variable Z(k),
which represents the state of C-NC-ARQ, switches between the states R, T0 and T1 depending
on the packet state variables ps and rs, and channel state variable cs according to the Table I.
The state model of the C-NC-ARQ in Fig. 3 is helpful for representing the main operation
of the system. However this model is a coarse representation which hides the channel state and
ARQ state variables. All possible configurations of these variables are embedded in T0 , T1 , R
states of the model in Fig. 3. In order to help analyze the system, we define sub-states of T0 ,
T1 , R, for different configurations of channel and ARQ state variables. The sub-states of the
main system states T0 , T1 and R are represented by the state vectors WT,0 , WT,1 and WR ,
respectively. All these sub-states in these vectors constitute a new Markov model, which will be
represented by the variable W (k).
The sub-states of the new round state T0 are represented by the vector WT,0 :
WT,0 =

November 27, 2013
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WT,0 (0) WT,0 (1) · · · WT,0 (7)

i

.

(21)
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For slot k, W (k) = WT,0 (i) means that this slot is the first transmission slot of a new round, and
the index i ∈ {0, · · · , 7} is the channel state index for slot k. This index is the decimal corresponding the the binary vector [cs(k, 1), cs(k, 2), cs(k, 3)]. For example, for a first transmission
slot k, [cs(k, 1), cs(k, 2), cs(k, 3)] = 101 refers to the sub-state W (k) = WT,0 (5).
The sub-states of the new round-2 state T1 are WT,1 (a, j) for a ∈ {0, · · · , 3} and i ∈
{0, · · · , 7}, where the index a is the decimal corresponding to [ps(k, 1), rs(k, 1)], and i is the
channel state index for slot k. The reason why [ps(k, 1), rs(k, 1)] need to be included in the
sub-states is as follows: When the system is in state T0 at the beginning of (k − 1)th slot, S1
transmits at the (k − 1)th slot, so ps(k, 2) = ps(k − 1, 2) and rs(k, 2) = rs(k − 1, 2) preserve
their previous values but ps(k, 1) and rs(k, 1) alter depending on the channel state variables
cs(k − 1, 3) and cs(k − 1, 1), respectively: ps(k, 1) = cs(k − 1, 3), rs(k, 1) = cs(k − 1, 1). The
length-32 sub-state vector for T1 is
WT,1 =

h

WT,1 (0, 0) · · · WT,1 (0, 7) · · · WT,1 (3, 0) · · · WT,1 (3, 7)

i

.

(22)

The sub-states of the retransmission state R depend on which transmission strategy is used.
The relay-based retransmision strategy is the simplest one with the least number of sub-states.
We will explain the sub-states of R and the throughput analysis for the relay-based strategy first,
and later describe how they differ for alternating and channel state information based methods.
For relay-based retransmission strategy, the sub-states of R are WR (b, i) for b ∈ {0, · · · , 11}
and i ∈ {0, · · · , 7}, where the index b is the decimal corresponding to binary vector
[ps(k, 1), ps(k, 2), rs(k, 1), rs(k, 2)] and i is again the channel state index at slot k. Notice that
the index b has values not larger than 11. This is because ps(k, 1) = ps(k, 2) = 1 at the end of
the slot k − 1 will prompt the start of a new round at slot k. Let us next investigate the transition
probabilities between the defined sub-states.
A. Transition from WT,0 (i) Sub-states
From state WT,0 (i) at slot k, there can only be transitions to WT,1 (a, j), for i, j ∈ {0, · · · , 7},
a ∈ {0, · · · , 3}. This is because state T0 is always followed by T1 in the next slot. The channel
state i at slot k completely determines whether packet p1 transmitted by S1 is received corectly
by S2 and R at the end of slot k, thus it completely determines [ps(k + 1, 1), rs(k + 1, 1)] and
′

the a index. Let us denote the a index determined by the channel state index i by a . For the
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channel state index j at the next slot, all values in {0, · · · , 7} are possible. Let us denote the
probability of transitioning from channel state i to channel state j by pc (i, j). This probability
is simply the product of the corresponding channels’ transitions, since S1 − R, S2 − R, S1 − S2
channels are assumed to be independent. For example, transition from channel state i = 2 to
j = 7 is
pc (2, 7)
= P {[cs(k, 1), cs(k, 2), cs(k, 3)] = [010] → [cs(k + 1, 1), cs(k + 1, 2), cs(k + 1, 3)] = [111]}
= P {CSR1 (k + 1) = G|CSR1 (k) = B}P {CSR2 (k + 1) = G|CSR2 (k) = G}
× P {CSS (k + 1) = G|CSS (k) = B}
= PBG,SR1 PGG,SR2 PBG,SS

(23)

where PBG,SR1 , PGG,SR2 and PBG,SS were defined in Section II.
As a result, the transition probability from WT,0 (i) to WT,1 (a, j) is

 p (i, j) if a = a′ ,
c
P {WT,0(i) → WT,1 (a, j)} =

0
else.

(24)

B. Transition from WT,1 (a, i) Sub-states

From W (k) = WT,1 (a, i), there can be transitions to new round sub-states in WT,0 or
retransmission sub-states WR . A transition to W (k + 1) = WT,0 (j) indicates that the packets p1
and p2 were received successfully in the first attempt, without the assistance of retransmission,
and a new round starts at slot k + 1. The indices a and i, (the states ps(k, 1), rs(k, 1) and the
channel state at slot k) determine whether the next state is W (k + 1) = WT,0 (j). The next state
is WT,0 (j) only if the following new round condition is met:
a : ps(k, 1) = 1

and

i : cs(k, 3) = 1

where the notation a : ps(k, 1) = 1 reads “a is such that ps(k, 1) = 1”. Thus the transition
probability is

 p (i, j) if a : ps(k, 1) = 1 and
c
P {WT,1(a, i) → WT,0 (j)} =

0
else.
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If the new round condition is not met, then the network enters a retransmission sub-state in the
′

′

next slot: W (k + 1) = WR (b , j), where b is the decimal value of
[ps[k + 1], rs[k + 1]] = [ps(k, 1), cs(k, 3), rs(k, 1), cs(k, 2)] .

(26)

To simplify, we define the notation
′

b = dec {[ps[k + 1], rs[k + 1]] |W (k) = WT,1 (a, i)} .

(27)

The notation in (27) tells that, given state at slot k is WT,1 (a, i), we know the state ps(k, 1),
rs(k, 1) and the channel state at k, from which we can find ps[k + 1] rs[k + 1] using (26), and
′

the decimal conversion gives b . Eq. (26) signifies that at the start of slot k + 1, packet and relay
states for p1 is the same as those at the start of slot k, since p2 was transmitted by S2 at slot k.
Packet and relay states for p2 are determined by the states of the channels S1 − S2 and S2 − R,
respectively. So the transition probability is

 p (i, j) if b = b′ ,
c
P {WT,1(a, i) → WR (b, j)} =

0
else.

(28)

C. Transition from WR (b, i) Sub-states
It is possible to have WR (b, i) → WR (c, j) or WR (b, i) → WT,0 (j) transitions. For W (k) =
WR (b, i), as opposed to the transitions from sub-states of T0 and T1 , the transmission at slot k is
not fixed but it depends on b. For a given b, the states ps[k] and rs[k] are given, which determine
what will be transmitted at slot k using the rule in Table I. Given the transmission rule and the
channel state at k, the next states ps[k + 1] and rs[k + 1] are found. If ps[k + 1] = [ 1 1 ],
then W (k + 1) = WT,0 (j) with probability pc (i, j), the system enters a new round, and ps[k + 1]
is reset to zero. If ps[k + 1] 6= [ 1 1 ], then W (k + 1) = WR (c, j) with probability pc (i, j),
where c = dec{[ps[k]rs[k]]}. As an example, we provide the list of transitions from WR (b, i)
for b = 3 and i ∈ {0, · · · , 7} in Table II. The index b = 3 corresponds to ps[k] = [ 0 0 ],
rs[k] = [ 1 1 ], and from Table I, we know that R → p1 ⊕ p2 transmission will occur at slot
k for RR-NC strategy.
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W (k)

W (k + 1)
Channel at slot k
Transition
S1 − R, S2 − R, S1 − S2 ps[k + 1], rs[k + 1] for j ∈ {0, · · · , 7} probability

WR (3, 0)

0, 0, 0

[0 0], [1 1]

WR (3, j)

pc (0, j)

WR (3, 1)

0, 0, 1

[0 0], [1 1]

WR (3, j)

pc (1, j)

WR (3, 2)

0, 1, 0

[0 1], [1 1]

WR (7, j)

pc (2, j)

WR (3, 3)

0, 1, 1

[0 1], [1 1]

WR (7, j)

pc (3, j)

WR (3, 4)

1, 0, 0

[1 0], [1 1]

WR (11, j)

pc (4, j)

WR (3, 5)

1, 0, 1

[1 0], [1 1]

WR (11, j)

pc (5, j)

WR (3, 6)

1, 1, 0

[1 1], [1 1]

WT,0 (j)

pc (6, j)

WR (3, 7)

1, 1, 1

[1 1], [1 1]

WT,0 (j)

pc (7, j)

TABLE II: Transitions from WR (3, ·) for RR-NC strategy.

D. Steady State Probabilities
In order to obtain the average throughput in (20), we need the steady state probabilities of the
sub-states defined. To find the steady state distribution, we define the overall sub-state vector
Wo =

h

WT,0 WT,1 WR

i

.

(29)

The length of Wo for the relay based retransmission strategy is 136. Next we construct the
overall probability transition matrix Po . The (m, n)th element of Po is:
Po (m, n) = P {Wo (m) → Wo (n)}

for m, n ∈ {1, · · · , 136}.

(30)

The matrix Po is constructed using the sub-state transition probabilities explained in Subsections
IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, and has the following structure:

0
Po,T0 T1
0


Po =  Po,T1T0
0
Po,T1 R

Po,RT0
0
Po,RR





.


(31)

The vector of steady state probabilities
P {Wo} =
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i
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is found from the solution of
P {Wo } = P {Wo}Po

and

136
X

P {Wo(i)} = 1.

i=1

Finally, the steady state probability of T0 for the throughput in (20) is obtained as
πT,0 =

8
X

P {Wo (i)}.

(33)

i=1

E. Alternating and Channel State Information Based Retransmission Strategies
The throughput analyses for the alternating (AR-NC and AR) and channel state information
based (CR-NC and CR) retransmission strategies are similar, except for the fact that the number
of substates in WR increases.
For AR-NC and AR, we define a token index t ∈ {0, 1} that alternates between 0 and 1 with
each retransmission by C in Table I. If t = 0 then C = R will retransmit, otherwise one of S1
and S2 will retransmit based on which packet is transmitted. The sub-states of R are denoted
by WR (b, i, t), and there are 12 × 8 × 2 = 192 sub-states in the sub-state vector WR .
Similar to alternating retransmission strategies, there is a token variable that controls the
retransmitting node for channel state information based retransmission strategies (CR-NC and
CR). In this case, not all the sub-states include the token variable, just the rows in Table I
which includes C. For example, WR (0, ·) does not include token variable whereas WR (7, ·, ·)
does. According to the state WR (7, t, ·), retransmission is realized by relay if t = 0 else S1
retransmits. Unlike the operation in AR-NC or AR, token variable t is not altered after every
transmission because retransmitting node is selected according to the previous channel state
variable cs. So, the number of sub-states in WR is 5 × 2 × 8 + 7 × 8 = 136 for CR-NC, and
6 × 2 × 8 + 6 × 8 = 144 for CR.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section we provide performance results of C-NC-ARQ methods for different channel
conditions, and observe the effect of channel correlation on the network throughput performance.
The simulation results are obtained using Monte Carlo simulations where fading channels are
randomly generated using (5) and the protocol rules given in Table I.
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In Fig. 4, network throughput performance of RR-NC and RR can be seen for different
correlation coefficients. Three different correlation coefficients are examined: uncorrelated (ρ =
0), highly correlated (ρ = 0.9), fully correlated (ρ = 0.999) cases. Analytical results are compared
with the Monte-Carlo simulalation results, and it is observed that analytical and simulation
results coincide. The case where the fading margins of relay channels are higher than that of
direct channel is considered: Fr /Fs = 10 dB where Fr,i = Fr for i = 1, 2. As a comparison,
the throughput of conventional stop-and-wait ARQ is also shown, which is ηARQ = 1 − Pss . It
is observed that for large values of outage probability (for Pss > 0.8), the channel correlation
ρ has a negative impact on the throughput performance. This is due to the cases where the
retransmission phase is locked in repeated relay retransmission, whose channel is in a longduration outage. Such a threshold for Psr can be defined as 0.15 for the case where Fr /Fs = 10
dB. For Pss < 0.8 and Psr < 0.15, we observe the positive impact of channel correlation. This
is explained by low probability of outage combined with the diversity advantage of the relay
mean that highly correlated block fading channels result in long-duration good state channels.
Another important observation is that network coding can improve throughput by 0.1, which is
a significant improvement.
Similar behaviors are observed for the alternating retransmission strategy in Fig. 5 and channel
state information based retransmission strategy in Fig. 6.
The three retransmission strategies are compared in Fig.7. In this figure, only analytically
obtained throughput results are shown. Fully correlated case of the channel is investigated in
Fig.7, as a function of the fading margin, where the relay channels have the same fading margins
as the direct channel, Fr /Fs = 0 dB. For the case of high correlation, ρ = 0.999, the relay based
retransmission strategy performs worse than AR, CR and even traditional ARQ, especially for
low fading margin. This is due to the fact that RR strategy repeatedly attempts to retransmit from
consequtive bad relay channels. For the AR and CR strategies, this situation does not occur.
In Fig. 8, the throughput performances are shown as a function of the correlation coefficient for
fixed Fs = 0 dB and the cases where the relay channels have better fading margins than the direct
channel (Fr /Fs = 10 dB), and where the relay channels have the same fading margins as the
direct channel. For the case when the relay channels have good average reliability (Fr = 10 dB),
we observe the gain due to the network coding for all three strategies whereas for the Fr = 0 dB
case the improvement is not so significant. This is due to the fact that, in order to see the network
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Fig. 4: Analytical and simulation results of relay-based retransmission strategies for different
correlation coefficients. Fr /Fs = 10 dB.
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Fig. 5: Analytical and simulation results of alternating retransmission strategies for different
correlation coefficients. Fr /Fs = 10 dB.
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Fig. 6: Analytical and simulation results of channel state information based retransmission
strategies for different correlation coefficients. Fr /Fs = 10 dB.
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Fig. 7: Performance comparison of retransmission strategies as a function of fading margin.
Fr /Fs = 0 dB.
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Fig. 8: Performance comparison of retransmission strategies as a function of channel correlation.
Fs = 0 dB.

coding advantage the ARQ state ps[k] = [ 0 0 ], rs[k] = [ 1 1 ] in Table I needs to occur
frequently, which happens when the relay channels are better than the direct channel on average.
For the Fr = 10 dB case, the relay based retransmission strategy outperforms the alternating
retransmission strategy because the relay channels are better than the direct channel on average
and alternating between relay and source degrades performance for this case. It is observed that
unless the channel correlation is ver low, the channel state information based strategy performs
best among the three strategies. For channel correlation close to zero, the channel state of the
previous slot provides no information about the current slot so the choice of the channel state
information based strategy becomes almost arbitrary. For the Fr = 0 dB case, the relay based
retransmission strategy performs worst because it insists on repeated transmissions from the relay
eventhough the relay channel may not be in a good state for repeated slots, especially for large
values of channel correlation.
The performances are shown as a function of the relay fading margin in Fig. 9. As expected,
the relay based retransmission strategy is poor for low values of relay channel fading margin.
For large values of Fr , the relay based retransmission strategy works well, slightly better than
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Fig. 9: Performance comparison of retransmission strategies as a function of the ratio of fading
margins of direct and relay channels. Fs = 0 dB.

the channel state information based retransmission for ρ = 0, and slightly worse than the channel
state information based retransmission for ρ = 0.999. It is observed that for the case where the
relay channel is worse than the direct channel (Fr /Fs < 0 dB) and very low correlation values
(ρ ≪ 1), cooperative ARQ strategies may actually perform worse than the traditional ARQ.
When the relay channel is much better than the direct channel (Fr /Fs > 10 dB) relay based
retransmission can be a good choice, otherwise alternating and channel state information based
strategies work well.
Finally, we note that in the analysis of the channel state information based retransmission
strategy, it was assumed that the channel state information of the previous slot ((k − 1)th slot)
is available for deciding the transmission at slot k. The channel state information is going to be
obtained utilizing the ACK/NAK feedback at each slot. However, the ACK/NAK feedback of
all chanels may not be available for the previous slot. In practice, the latest received ACK/NAK
feedback is going to be used as the last known state of each channel, which may degrade the
performance since the channel state information may be outdated. In order to investigate this
effect, we provide Fig. 10, where the channel state information based retransmission strategy
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Fig. 10: Performance comparison of channel state information based retransmission strategies.
Fr /Fs = 10 dB.

using channel state information of previous slot and the last known slot are compared. For
comparison, we also show the performance of the case where the channel state information of
the current slot is utilized. It is observed that the throughput performances are very close.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, novel cooperative ARQ methods which integrate network coding into retransmission phase are proposed and performance of the proposed methods are analyzed for two-way
relay network. An analytical method is derived for obtaining network throughput for correlated
channels and is utilized to compare different cooperative ARQ methods for different channel
settings. It is observed that unless the average outage rate of the relay channels are worse than the
direct channel and the channel is very fast fading, the proposed strategies improve performance.
The impact of network coding is seen when the relay channels have a fading margin of 10 dB
or larger. Channel correlation in time improves the gain of the proposed methods in general.
Among the proposed retransmission strategies, relay based retransmission is the simplest one,
and can be a good choice if the average reliability of the relay channel is good. The channel
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state information based retransmissionis the best strategy if the nodes can keep track of the last
known channel state information.
The generalization of the methods and their analyses to a more general network model with
more relays and sources remains as a future work.
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